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SURVEY OF THE RUSTY GLACIER AREA, YUKON 

TERRITORY, CANADA, 1967-70 

By S. G. COLLlNS 

(D epartment of Exploration and Field Research , Ameri can Geographical Society, Broadway 
at 156th Street, New York, New York 10032, U.S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. A study of the movement of Rusty Glacier was under ta ken a nd con tinued through four 
summers because it is believed to be a surging glacier in the last stages of the inactive phase preceding a 
surge. The entire glacier is very slow moving, essent ia ll y motionless in the lower third and most rapid in an 
area well above the firn line. Unusua ll y steep Row-line emergence angles and higher than average longi
tudinal compression rates in the lower- middle pa rt of the glacier indicate gradual thickening of the ice 
above ['le stagna nt lower tongue. There is no clear correlation between local va ria tions in Row rates and 
surface or bottom topography. The glacier is mostly cold er than 0 ° C to the bottom, a nd in the one known 
area of 0 ° C bottom temperature, flow rates are not greater than elsewhere. Although the glacier is every
where very thin, maximum fl ow ra tes seem clearly related only to variations in ice thickness. The nearby 
Trapridge Glacier is a lso a surging glacier and exh ibits a strikingly similar flow pattern. 

RESUME. Etude de la region dll Rusty Glacier, Terriloire du Yukon , Canada, 1967- 70. On a entrepris et poursui vi 
pendant quatre etes, une etude du mouvement du Rusty Glac ier parce qu'on p ensait que c'eta it un glac ier it 
crues da ns les derniers stades d e la phase inac tive precedent une crue. La totalite du glacier se meut tres 
Itntement, pratiquement immobile d ans le ti ers inferi eur, la partie la plus rapide e tant une zone bien a u
dessus d e la ligne d es neves. Des !ignes de coura nt, inclinees de fa<;on inha bi tuelle e t des taux de compression 
longitudina le superi eurs it la moyenne dans la partie mediane-inferieure du glacier, decelent un epaississe
ment progress if de la glace au-dessus de la langue inferieure stagnante. 11 n'y a pas de correlation claire entre 
les variations locales des vitesses d'ecoulement, e t la topogra phie du fond et de la surface. Le glacier est, la 
plupart du temps, plus froid que 0 ° C a u fond, et da ns la seule zone con nue ou la temperature a u fond est de 
0 ° C, les vitesses d 'ecoulement ne sont pas plus grandes qu'ailleurs. Bien que le glacier soit partout tres peu 
epais, les vitesses maximales d 'ecoulemen t semblent c la irement liees a ux variations d e I'epa isseur de la glace. 
Le glacier voisin de Trapridge es t aussi un glacier it crues e t montre un ecoultment d e comportement etroite
ment semblable. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Untersuchwzg des Rus(y-Glelscher-Gebietes, Yukon Territory, Kanada, 1967- 70 . Eine 
Untersuchung der Bewegung des Rusty-Glac iers wurde unternommen und durch vier Sommer fortgefuhrt, 
weil man annimmt, dass es sich urn einen G le tscher im letzten Stadium d er Inakti vita t vor einem schnellen 
Vorstoss handelt. Der ganze G letscher bewegt sich sehr langsam , e r ist im wesentli chen bewegungslos im 
unteren Drittel und am schnellsten in einem Gebiet knapp uber d er Firnlinie. U ngewohnlich steil es Auft
auchen d er Fliesslinien und ilberdurchschnittli che longitud inale Kompressionsgeschwindigkeiten im unteren 
Mittelteil des Gletschers weisen a uf eine fortschreitende Verdickung des Eises oberhalb der stagnierenden 
unteren Zunge hin. Es besteht keine deutli che Korrelation zwischen loka len Schwankungen d er Fliessgesch
windigkeit und der Oberflachen- od er Untergrundtopogra phie. D er Gletscher ist bis zur Sohle meist ka lter 
als 0 ° C ; in dem einzigen beka nnten Gebiet von 0 ° C Sohlentemperatur sind die Fliessgeschwindigkeiten nicht 
grosser a ls anderswo. Obgleich der Gletschel' uberall sehr dunn ist, scheinen maximale Fliessgeschwindig
keiten nul' von Dickenunterschied en des Eises abhangig zu sein. D el' nahe Trapridge Glacier ist ebenfa lls ein 
schnell vorstossender Gletscher und zeigt ein a uffallend a hnliches Fliessverhalten. 

I NTRODUCTION 

Rusty* Glacier (lat. 6 1°13 'N , long. 140° 20'W. ) , with the adjacent Backe* and Trapridge* 
Glaciers, lies near Steele Glacier in thc upper watershed of Steele Creek on the north slope of 
the St Elias Mountains, south-western part of the Yukon T erritory, Canada (Fig. I) . Rusty 
Glacier is about 4.5 km in length , its a rea is 4.9 km2. It lies between the altitudes of 20 10 
and 2 770 m above sea-level. Trapridge and Backe Glaciers are generally similar to Rusty 
Glacier in size and altitude range but they have not been mapped in detail. All three glaciers 
have surged in the past and each is now in a different phase of its surge cycle. 

Rusty Glacier was selected in 1967 for an intensive interdisciplinary study because ( I) its 
features are those of a soon-to-surge glacier well along in the quiescent phase of its cycle of 
periodic m otions (M eier and Post, 1969) , (2) it is small enough to be studied easily, and (3) it 

* In the past Rusty, Backe a nd Trapridge Glaciers have been referred to by the unofficia l na mes "Fox", 
"J ackal" a nd "Hyena" gl aciers, respectively. 
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is accessible for logistic support from the Arctic Institute of North America's I cefield Ranges 
R esearch Proj ect based at Mile 1054, Alaska Highway, at the southern end of Kluane Lake 
(Arctic Institute of North America , unpublished ). 

In general, the surveying summarized in this paper has consisted of triangulation to 
establish ground control for aerial photogrammetric mapping and offour annual observations 
of 70 marker poles on the glacier for flow-pattern analysis and possible early detection of a 
predicted surge. In 1969 and 1970, an array of 26 marker poles installed on Trapridge 
Glacier was also observed. 

The coodinates and altitudes determined for each marker pole have been used in gravi
metric mapping, mass-balance studies, thermal drilling for englacial temperature data, 
sample collection for stable isotope analysis, seismic and radio soundings, and other work. 
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Fig . I. Location of the study area and the reLationshiJl of R usty GLacier with major nearby features. 

PRIMARY NET SURV EYING 

The program was begun in the early summer of 1967 with the triangulation of stations on 
the periphery of the glacier valley; these were later used as instrumen t stations in surveying 
of marker poles on the glacier ice itself. The stations were established on the most stable 
footing available and monumented with 0.64 cm by 45 cm steel rods driven into the soil, most 
commonly well-compacted glacial drift , but in several cases weathered bedrock. A 1.52 m 
length of 2.9 cm steel pipe was centered vertically over the rod and held firmly by a rock 
cairn. The stations were clearly discernible through the surveying instruments ; the most 
distant observation was about 5 km . 

All surveying of the primary net was done with a Wild T -2 theodoli te graduated in the 
metric system (400 grad arc). Rounds of angles were m easured from each station to all other 
visible stations. Each angle was read three times direct and reverse. Fortunate coincidence 
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of field schedules made it possible to arrange this phase of the Rusty Glacier survey so that 
two stations in the primary net were included in the trilateration of Steele C reek and Steele 
Glacier valley being conducted that summer by a Canadian party equipped for geodeti c 
surveys of high precision . The adjusted distance between these two stations was reported as 
1 4 19.494 m ; this distance was used as the base line for the determination of the coordinatrs of 
a ll other stations. Major C. N. Thompson, in charge of the Canadian field pa rty, very kindly 
agreed to include the Rusty Glacier observations in the program of coordinate computations 
for the Steele Creek survey, so that the positions and directions d etermined in the Rusty 
Glacier work would be expressed on a Universal Transverse Mercator projection compatible 
with the Steele Valley map. Coordinates of these nine primary stations were computed by the 
Canadian M apping and Charting Establishment. The accuracy given for the Rusty Glacier 
urvey in the computation report is I : 25 000. Six secondary observation stations were 

established later with approxima tely the sam e accuracy. 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

In August 1967 the Canadian Topographic Survey Aew aerial photography of Steele 
Glacier, at tha t time in the middle stages of a surge. The Rusty Glacier survey stations were 
marked for recognition and the area was included. In 1968 the survey results were used as 
ground con trol to construct a I : 10000 scale map of the Rusty Glacier area with a contour 
interval of 10 m. This has served admirably as a base map for all subsequent work on Rusty 
Glacier. 

SURVEYING OF MARKER P OLES 

A directional survey procedure was decided upon after considering the following: 

I. 70 marker poles were to located. 
2. Accuracy better than 1 / 2 500 is required so that overall probable error will be less 

than 0.5 m. 
3. To reliably exceed this minimum precision limit, each target must be observed from 

three or more instrument stations and each observation repeated with the telescope 
direct and reversed. 

In order to d eal with the necessary 3 000 separate instrument sightings, a rapid field 
procedure and a note system suited to computer treatment were adopted. A program for 
computation of target coordinates was prepared by Mr Edward True of the Rochester 
Institute of T echnology's Computer Center. Intersection points of lines-of-direction through 
each target from various known instrument positions are computed and a least-square routine 
establishes the best-fitted common intersection coordinates. Possible magnitude of surveying 
errors (distance between individual intersection points) is indicated on the prin t-out along 
with the best-fit target coordinates, altitude and the station-to-target distance. The field 
observation for the Rusty Glacier survey can be completed in about 14 good working days . 
Thl': accuracy achieved is within the desired limits, although the requirement for rapidity 
necessitates a sacrifice of precision in field procedure. 

The average probable error (computed by the standard equation below) in the location of 
any single marker pole is about 0.38 m . 

_ 0.6745 ( 2+ 2+ + 2)! e - ( ). a, az .. . an 
n - I -

where e is probable error, a is distance between any intersection point and the accepted least
square target coordinates, and n is number of intersections locating the target. 
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Fig. 2. Map of Rusfy Glacier, showing surface and bedrock topography, positions of survey stations and marker poles, and 
direction and relative amount q( motion in all cases where pole was observed l a move more than 0.3 m/year. 
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R egression lines were plotted through each set of four observed annual marker-pole 
positions and " ideal" coordinates plotted at uniform intervals a long the lines . The average 
probable error distance between observed and " ideal" coordinates was 0.22 m. On one 
occasion observations were duplicated on 19 targets and the average distance between the 
two successive positions determined for each was 0.19 m. Thus, a change in the position of a 
marker pole of more than about 0.2 m is d etected reliably, although the absolute position of 
the pole is not known more reliably than ± 0.38 m. It is felt that this degree of accuracy is 
adequate, since significant yearly motions in the ice are in the range of m eters, and other 
sources of error (bending and tilting of poles) are larger than the surveying error. Al l observa
tions were made on the marker-pole tops. For motion analysis no correction was made to the 
ice surface; changes in the observed pole-top positions were assumed to be identical to the 
position changes of the supporting ice. 

Machine time required for processing the combined Rusty and Trapridge Glaciers 
survey data (about 100 targets a ltogether) on an IBM 360 was less than 0.33 h , including 
compilation time and a re-run to eliminate sundry human errors. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the general configuration of Rusty Glacier and the valley floor beneath the 
ice (Crossley and Clarke, 1970 ; Canada. D ept. of Energy, Mines and R esources. Surveys and 
Mapping Branch. Topographical Survey Division, unpublished ; Crossley, unpublished ) , the 
positions of all primary survey stations and the array of marker poles in the ice with the 
average yearly observed amount and direction of motion indicated for each. Computed from 
the map and its source materials, the following are the general geometric parameters of the 
glacier: length , 4.5 km ; area, 4.97 km'; greatest ice thickness, 88 m; average ice thickness, 
36 m ; volume, 0.178 km3; lowes t altitude, 2010 m (M .S.L. datum) ; highest altitude, 2770 m; 
average slope, 1/5.92 or 0.169. 

Components of the flow pattern are portrayed separately for emphasis in Figures 3 and 4. 
Figure 3a shows horizontal flow lines and contours of equal horizontal motion plotted from 
values averaged over three successive years; small variations in m ovement from one year to the 
next were thought not to be significant. I ce motion is everywhere extremely slow; m arker
pole displacements almost all measured less than 4 m /year. Strain-rates (Fig. 4) are also low, 
smaller than 8 X 10- 3 year- I with very few exceptions. • 

In the lower part of the glacier tongue, below about 2 200 m a lti tude, no motion signifi
cantly larger than probable random surveying errors was detected , with the exception of 
marker poles at the base of the Backe Glacier front which had been m oved eastward by the 
active Backe Glacier pushing out into the Rusty Glacier valley. The lower Rusty Glacier 
tongue has probably been essentially stagnant for many years. A number of linear drift 
features extend from the valley walls and cross the lower tongue at approximately right
angles to the flow axis (Fig. 5). These are expressed on the ice surface as ridges of drift
insulated ice standing a meter or two above the surrounding surface. Within the ice, they are 
thin tabular bodies of poorly sorted drift orien tated more or less vertically and transverse to the 
valley axis; they clearly represent nearly vertical shear planes. That they extend unbroken 
from the ice out onto the valley walls shows that the elongated drift heaps melted out of the 
enclosing ice during an extended period of virtually no fl ow. Considering the height at which 
some of these features lie on the valley sides above the present ice surface and the present 
(probably representative) rate of ablation, it is evident that there can have been only trivial 
motion during at least the last two decades (Brewer , unpublished ). 

Figure 3a shows that maximum flow velocities occur in an area well above the firn line, 
although a glacier's fastest flow is usually found at or near the firn line. In a glacier with a 
narrowing valley such as Rusty Glacier has, one would expect the region of fastest flow to be 
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found in a narrow section just below the firn line (Shumskiy, 1955; Sharp, J 960). T he higher 
flow rates in the upper neve area do not seem to be accounted for in any obvious way by unusual 
steepness of slope, either in the ice surface or in the valley bottom (Fig. 2). There is a rough 
correlation between the a rea of greatest motion and the more easterly of the two areas of 
maximum ice thickness shown in Figure 3c. Greater flow rates should be expected where 
surface slope is greater and where the ice is thicker. In this case, thickness seems more 
significant than slope, which is if anything less steep in this area than elsewhere on the glacier. 

The strain-rate distributions mapped in Figure 4 were estimated from the flow lines and 
velocity contours of Figure 3a. Positive X distance was measured a long each flow line from 
its origin at the glacier's upper margin (Fig. 6) ; where a flow line crosses successive velocity 

avx vx2 - VXI 
contours (VXI and VX2) longitudinal strain-rate oX equals X

2
- X, and is easily evaluated . 

Distances Y1 and y, are m easured a long the velocity contours ( VXI and Vx , ) between two 

adjacent flow lines; transverse strain-rates 0:; equal (~:~ ~:) ( ~~~;:2). The values thu 

obtained are unlikely to be exact a t any given point, but are sufficiently accurate to yield a 
valid picture of the general strain-rate pattern over the glacier as a whole (Meier, 1960). 
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Fig . 4. a. D istribution of longitudinal strain-rates; negative values indicate compression, positive extension; contour units are 
10- 3 year- I . 
b. Distribution of transverse strain-rates; units and signs are as above. 
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In Figure 4a, longi tudinal strain-rates, the region of posi tive ( extensive) val ues in the upper 
glacier corresponds well with the known distribution of crevasses. The band of greater than 
average negative values across the middle glacier indicates compression , as between flowing ice 
above and the immobile ice of the lower tongue; this band and the smaller, oval northern
most region of negative values correspond to the unusual pattern of strongly emergent 
flow-line angles (Fig. 3b) and a basal " hot spot" (Fig. 3c) discussed below. 

Transverse strain -rate distribution shown in Figure 4b seems to correspond clearly only 
with the valley-bottom topography (Fig. 2), which show a d eep channel west of the g lacier 
midline. 

Fig. 5. Rusty Glacier surface just below confluence of B acke Glacier; linear drift -insulated ice ridges cross the ice and can be 
seen continuing as drift ridges on the vall~l' wall recently abandoned by the wasting glacier. 

The survey data show some apparent changes in flow rates from year to year but, because 
these were small and not clearly consistent, they are not regarded as significant. Alteration 
of crevasse pattern would ordinarily indicate changes in fl ow regime: a lthough there were 
no open or clearly defined crevasses exposed anywhere on Rusty Glacier in 1967 or 1968, 
except a few short stretches at the uppermost edge of the basin where a bergschrund would 
be expected , numerous, well-developed , open, lengthy crevasses appeared early in the 1969 
season . This sudden and striking development would normally imply acceleration of extend
ing motion. However , the previous winter snowfall had been lighter than average and the earl y 
summer ablation was unusua lly great in 1969 (Brewer , unpublished ) . Maximum extensive 
strain-rates near 10- 2 year- I (Fig. 4) show that crevasses can open no more than a fraction of 
a m eter per year at present ice velocities. Crevasses on Rusty Glacier must usually remain 
bridged over by new snow and firn compacting above them faster than they open; in the 
abnormal 1968- 69 year of little snowfall and deep ablation early in the ummer season, the 
bridges did not form or were destroyed and crevasses previously hidden became exposed. 
The abundance of " new" crevasses seen in 1969 thus does not necessaril y mark a change of 
flow rate. None was visible during the 1970 field season. 
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Fig. 6. Explanation of strain-rate calculations. 

Figure 3b shows the distribution of vertical motions of the ice over the 3 years. Almost a ll 
the measurements of vertical changes in the marker-pole positions are only a few decimeters, 
or even a few centimeters, too close to the limit of probable surveying error (ca. o. 13 m ) to be 
given much consideration individually. The general pattern over the whole glacier is clearly 
consistent, however, and the upper glacier basin shows the downward motion (or negative 
emergence) one would expect from the flow paths customarily encountered in glacier ice and 
from the compaction of the firn in which the marker poles are set (Meier and Tangborn , 
1965). The rising of the ice (emergence) indicated in the middle glacier is less expected. The 
flow paths below the firn line, in other glaciers that have been studied , generally diverge 
upward from the surface slope of the glacier, but do not in most cases rise above a horizonta l 

Fig. 7. a. Usual pattern of flow lines in glacier ice; flow lines diverge upwardfrom sloping glacier surface (arrows ) but not 
at so great an angle (emergence angle) as to rise above a horizontal plane. 
b. Schematic representation of the flow-line pattern in Rusty and Trapridge Glaciers; the immobile lower tongue appears 
to act as a dam, diverting flow lines more sharply upward, increasing the emergence angle and diverging upward from the 
horizontal. 
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plane (Sharp, 1960) . The immobile lower tongue must act as a " dam" (N ielsen and Stock ton, 
1956 ; Nielsen , 1968, 1969) , distorting usual fl ow paths (Fig. 7) . The m odel of a surging 
glacier with a "source" area in the accumulation zone and a " reservoir" area lower in the 
glacier valley (M eier and Post, 1969) seems to fi t Rusty Glacier admirably. H ere the reservoir 
area corresponds to the part of the glacier near and below the firn line, where ablation and 
accumulation nearly balance and the ice that em erges by compressive flow is not removed . 
The thickness of the glacier must slowly increase in this area , even tually to decrease rapidly 
during a surge. 

Thermal studies (Classen and Clarke, 19 71 ; Classen , unpublished ) show Rusty Glacier 
ice to be "cold" or well below 00 C, throughout except in one restricted area (Fig. 3c) . The 
low temperature of the ice increases its m echanical strength and precludes basal sliding and 
water-film lubrication as m echanisms contributing to total movement (Weertman, 195 7, 
1964, 1967) ; together with the thinness of the glacier , this explains the very slow fl ow rates 
observed (Robin , 1955, 1969) . No clearly marked anomaly in flow pattern is discernible in 
the area of the " hot spot" where the ice layers at the base of the glacier were found to be at 
the pressure-melting point. Surface velocities should be greater above such an area , if it is of 
any considerable size. The warm region may be too small to affect surface flow, the influence 
of the small tributary entering the valley at that point may mask the effect, or it may simply 
be missed by the wide spacing between data points in the critical area. C lassen and Clarke 
(1971 ) reported tha t geothermal flux in Rusty Glacier is significantly greater than world 
average. If the basal hot spot is an effect of progressive geo thermal heating, it can reasonably 
be expected to enlarge. Time would be well spent in fu ture efforts to relate de tail ed changes 
in surfa~e motion to the thermal anomaly here. 

Rusty Glacier can be classified as one of the " type Ill" glaciers that, in general , "show 
small displacements which are, however, large relative to the glacier 's size (10- 30 per cent)" 
(M eier and Post, 1969). The ice-cored moraine that marks the farthest extension of the ter
minus at the end of the glacier 's m ost recent advance is about 0.8 km down-valley from the 
lowest ice in 1967 ; the glacier has retreated a bout 18% of its 1967 length since the time of its 
last advance. 

A look at the history of terminus retreat is of interes t ; photographs taken in 1939 and 
1941 (Sharp, 1947 ; Wood , unpublished ) show the valley filled with ice to the terminal 
moraine, but no abrupt wall of ice a t the glacier front such as is seen in the present surging 
Backe Glacier or in photographs of Trapridge Glacier and other glaciers taken while in an 
actively advancing phase. The high surge-front ice cliff that must have existed during surge 
had vanished by ablation prior to 1941 ; assuming i t was ini tia lly simila r to the ice fronts 
produced in the Backe and Trapridge Glaciers surges, it is conservative to es timate that at the 
end of its surge the Rusty Glacier toe would have stood at least 20 m a bove the 1941 level. 
Since the presen t a blation ra te, close to 2 m /year, has probably not changed greatly in the 
past half century, at least 10 years were required to bring the glacier surface d own to i ts 
1941 level. A reasonable working assumption is that Rusty Glacier last experienced a surge 
about 40 or 50 years ago, sometime near 1920, a t least earlier than 1930. This means that the 
average rate of terminus retreat over the whole period must have been a bout 16- 20 m /yea r, or, 
a rbitrarily taking the 1967 length of the glacier as a reference, it shortened on the average 
about 0.36- 0.44 % per year. Because there is no flow, the lower part of the glacier is retreating 
rapidly a t present. At the transect of marker poles approxima tely following the 2 130 m 
the contour across the tongue, the average yearly net ablation is 1.89 m, proba bly not far from 
average figure for the lower third of the glacier (Brewer, unpublished ). Proj ecting this ablation 
rate back 40 years implies that a thickness of as much as 75 m of ice must have wasted ou t of 
the lower valley since the last surge. This figure is not really consistent with the position of 
edge m oraines presumably formed at the time Rusty Glacier last advanced (they are found 
10- 40 m above the present ice surface) unless one makes the reasonable assumption tha t flow 
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continued into the upper tongue after the toe stopped advancing, as has been observed to 
happen in lower Steele Glacier after its 1965- 66 surge (Stanley, 1969 ; personal communica
tion) . It must also be taken into account that the surface of a newly surged glacier tongue 
characteristically stands an additional 10 or 20 m above its edge moraines. Also, photographs 
taken in the early 1940's indicate that Backe and Rusty Glaciers both surged at nearly the 
same time to form the decaying surge tongue still filling the lower valley at that time. The 
stagnant ice wedge comprising the lower tongue continues thinning and the glacier terminus 
has retreated during the 1967- 70 period of study at a rate of about 56 m /year, or about 1.25 % 
of the 1967 length per year (Brewer , unpublished) . This is about triple the 16- 20 m /year 
average rate for the whole time since the end of the most recent surge. The rate of retreat 
should increase as the thick bulk of a surged terminal lobe melts. Up-valley retreat of the ice 
can begin only after mo t of its original thickness has disappeared (Fig. 8) . In the case of Rusty 
Glacier, projection of the present rate of retreat implies that the glacier will lose more than 
another 0.5 km, or about another 13% of its 1967 length, if wastage continues uniformly for 
another decade. Two decades of shortening at the present rate would bring the terminus to 
an altitude where How is detectable in the ice; presumably the glacier could be in equilibrium 
at this length, barring another surge. Since glaciers that surge seem characteristically not to 
shift to an equilibrium mode of flow (M eier and Post, 1969) , it seems probable that the next 
period of active surge in Rusty Glacier should be expected within a decade. 

Fig. 8. After a glacier tongue has stagnated/ollowing a surge, successive equal intervals qf ablation produce regular lowering 
0/ the glacier surface (SI -S. ); the terminus, however, recedes much less during the first inte<val (T, - T 2) than during 
the second and third (T2 - T. ). 

BACKE GLACIER 

Throughout the Rusty Glacier study Backe Glacier has been in a phase of active advance, 
its tongue a steep-fronted lobe 20- 30 m high pushing out onto the west side of lower Rusty 
Glacier, along a section about 800- 1 300 m above the Rusty Glacier terminus (dotted outline 
on Figure 2). The entire lower two-thirds of Backe Glacier is cut by an intricate pattern of 
close-spaced crevasses and gives the impression of having slid out of the middle and upper 
valley, bulging out at the toe in a manner almost analogous, although on a larger scale, to the 
"slumps" or "slope failures" familiar in the context of geological processes affecting weak rock 
and soil masses on steep slopes (Fig. 9) . 

Backe Glacier had apparently been advancing for a number of years before 1967 ; its 
"surge" probably began about 1963. Because of the extended period of this phase of re
latively rapid flow and extension, it is classified as a questionable or borderline example of a 
surge (Meier and Post, 1969). Very few direct measurements have been made on it. In July 
1967, two triangulations on a conspicuous pinnacle at the eastern margin of the lobe, made 
about 2 weeks apart, indicated that the Backe Glacier ice front at that point was moving 
nearly due east at about 20 cm/d. In late July 1968, a marker pole was set at about E537225, 
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Fig . 9 . Backe Glacier as seen from a point /lear surv~y station HK . 

........ 
'. "\\ . 
( 

Fig . l Oo New crevasses that apjJeared in the Rusty Glacier ice early in 1970 just above the extending Backe Glacier tongue. 
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N67868,S on the south-eastern lobe margin. By mid-June 1969, the pole had moved to 
ES37249, N67868,S, or about 24 m farther east, an average rate of about 7 cm /d. M easure
ments made in 1970 indicate that the northward component of motion (down the Rusty 
valley axis) was about 20- 40 cm /d at the northern margin of the terminal surge fron t. No 
definite conclusions can be reached from these scattered data, beyond that the Backe lobe is 
still active and that the largest component of its motion now seems to be northward down 
Rusty valley. 

Fig. 11. Trapridge Glacier as it appeared in 1967. No crevasses remain from the last period of activity ill 1945. As much as 
45 m of ice has probablY ablatedfrom the tongue in this interval. 

In 1970 at least five small crevasses appeared crossing the Rusty Glacier tongue just 
up-stream from the Backe Glacier confluence (Fig. 10) where none had existed before. One 
was more than 40 cm wide and deeper than 10 m; other measurements were not made. 
Eastward motion of the single marker pole located in the disturbed area indi cates that the 
crevasses have formed in response to cross-valley pressure from the advancing Backe Glaci er 
tongue. The Backe Glacier lobe had almost completely crossed the Rusty Glacier tongue in 
'970, so further motion, if any, should be primarily toward the north. 

Fig. 1 2 . a. Trapridge Glacier; approximate topography and location of surveyed points. 
b. Horizontal motion and pattern of emergence; contours (dotted where estimated) represent amount of horizontal motion in 
1969-70, in meters ; heavy dashed line represents zone of zero emergence; areas of negative and positive emergence are 
designated and stippling shows the area where .flow lines diverge upward from the horizontal. 
c. Distribution of longitudinal strain-rates; heavy dashed line represents zone of zero strain; negative values indicate 
compression, positive extension; contour units are 10- 3 year- I. 
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TRAPRIDGE GLACIER 

Trapridge Glacier also flows into .the Rusty Glacier valley from the west. 
Photographs taken in 1939 (Wood, unpublished) show a relatively smooth surface on the 

middle and lower Trapridge Glacier with some crevasses. Either the glacier was not in surge 
then, or surge activity had only very recently begun. 1941 pictures (Sharp, 1947) show 
extensive crevassing on the lower glacier and a steep ice cliff surge-front just above the con
fluence with the Rusty Glacier valley; the glacier was evidently then in an active advancing 
phase. 1945 aerial photographs show the lower two-thirds of Trapridge Glacier extensively 
crevassed and chaotically broken up, even more so than is the present Backe Glacier surface. 
The tongue extended out into Rusty Glacier valley and terminated in a formidable ice cliff. 
By 1967 thet·e were no open crevasses on the lower half, indicating that the tongue had been 
essentially inactive long enough for ablation to have removed the crevassed ice that had 
previously formed the near-surface fracture zone during the surge (Fig. I I ). 

The general features of Trapridge Glacier are very similar to those of Rusty Glacier; 
length and area are about the same, slope is somewhat greater, and the upper limit of the 
altitude range is a little higher, as is the upper part of the accumulation area. Exact figures 
for these parameters are not available because the glacier has not been accurately mapped at a 
large scale. 

Figure 12a, showing its general shape and topography, is sketched from an aerial photo
graph and subjectively adjusted to a rough fit with the surveyed points plotted on a D.T.M. 
grid; contours were sketched from marker-pole altitudes and subjective evaluation of surface 
morphology revealed on the photograph. Accuracy is poor, but sufficient for the immediate 
purpose of this paper. Since this glacier is within the Rusty Glacier survey net and is accessible 
on foot, but is in a different phase of its surge cycle, a survey of26 marker poles (Fig. 12a) was 
begun in 1969 and repeated in 1970. Unlike Rusty Glacier, maximum flow rates are found 
in the middle glacier near the firn line and are considerably faster, as much as 20.5 m /year 
(Fig. 12b). Strikingly similar to the pattern of Rusty Glacier, the lower 1. 3 km is almost 
completely stagnant and a region of unusually strong emergence, where flow lines diverge 
upward from the horizontal at large angles, lies between the stagnant lower tongue and the 
middle zone of most rapid flow. As in Rusty Glacier, the boundary zone between the active 
and stagnant ice is clearly marked by a relatively narrow band of sharply increased com
pressive longitudinal strain-rates (Fig. 12C); this corresponds to a band of sharply increased 
slope across the glacier, suggestive of a kinematic wave front. Only further surveillance could 
identify it as such . 

Although Trapridge Glacier has surged more recently than Rusty Glacier, its greater 
present activity makes it seem at least as likely to enter an active phase soon. The rate at 
which ice is flowing into its reservoir area seems certainly greater than in Rusty Glacier ; it 
must recover to the active part of its cycle in a shorter time. Its slightly higher accumulation 
area may keep it comparatively better nourished than Rusty Glacier, especially during the 
recent decades of general glacier retreat. It is unfortunate that ice thickness and temperature 
data have not been taken on Trapridge Glacier. 

UMMARY 

I. Flow rates in Rusty Glacier are very slow, 0- 5 m /year, faster in Trapridge Glacier, up 
to 20 m /year. 
a . The lower third of both the Ru ty and Trapridge Glaciers is essentially stagnant 

and has been so for at least two decad es in the case of Rusty Glacier. 
b. The largest flow rates of Rusty Glacier are found in the upper eastern part of the 

accumulation basin, rather than near or below the firn line where fastest flow is 
usually found. Flow in Trapridge Glacier is most rapid near the firn line. 
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c. The variation in How rate between different parts of Rusty Glacier does not seem 
clearly related to valley-bottom topography, but does seem to correlate fairly vvell 
with the pattern of variations in ice thickness. 

d. Areas of highest flow rates in Rusty Glacier do not seem to correlate straigh t
forwardly with the "hot spot" or area of the glacier bottom at the pressure
melting point. 

I . Thermal measurements showing that the bulk of the glacier is probably frozen 
to its bed help explain the very slow How rates. 

2. Unusually high rates of geothermal flux indicated by thermal measurements 
may be significant in the mechanism of surge flow ; further thermal measure
ments should be made and correlated with peculiarities in flow pattern. 

II. There is no significant evidence that the rate of How is changing except in a limited 
area affected by the advance of the Backe Glacier tongue into lower Rusty G lacier 
valley. 

a. Many crevasses appeared in the upper Rusty Glacier basin in 1969 where none 
was visible before. This was probably the result of uncovering by an unusually low 
winter snowfall and the unusually early and warm ablation season. 

Ill. T he survey results reveal rather clearly differentiated "source" and "reservoir" areas 
such as Meier and Post d escribed in other surging glaciers, in upper and middle 
Rusty Glacier, respectively. 

a. In both Rusty and Trapridge Glaciers, "emergence" , or upward motion of the 
flowing ice, is greater than reported elsewhere, in that the emergence angles rise 
above the horizontal plane over a considerable area in the middle glacier. 

IV. Wastage rate of the lower glacier tongue and terminus retreat rate indicates that Rusty 
Glacier is in the last stages of its phase of recession; a surge in the relatively near future 
seems likely. 

a. Trapridge Glacier may be nearing onset of surge activity more rapidly than is 
Rusty Glacier. 
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APPE DIX 
Part A: U. T.M. CJordinates and ground altitudes q{ observation stations (Fig. 13) 

Station 
CL 
PH 
DN 
AL 
FX 
GE 
SE 
NW 
AY 
TM 
HK 
TD 
PO 
AL 
TN 
LN 

Easting 
538059.9 
539452.8 
537 238.6 
538 799.8 
536 980.7 
538608.8 
537 809.8 
537727.0 
537546.7 
537 841.5 
538 361 .8 
537 883.6 
534954·5 
534905.8 
534 874.6 
5362 15.4 

Northing 
6 783 97 1. 1 
6 784 751.5 
6785 607.0 
6785 808.5 
6786 37 I.7 
6786388.6 
6786698.6 
6786 764.3 
6787 041.9 
6787376.3 
6787497.2 
6 787 531.3 
6788008.9 
6788080.2 
6788 135.6 
6788600.0 

Altitude 
2546.4 
2663.4 
2449·5 
2572.5 
24 10.3 
250 9. 1 

2235.2 
2232.4 
21 55.8 
2 186.2 
2358.3 
2 ,61.9 
2522 .0 
2534· 7 
2544.0 

2 347.7 
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Fig. 13. Numeration of marker poles 011 R usty Glacier. For marker-pole numeration 011 Trapridge Glacier, see Figure 12a. 

Part B : U. T.M. coordinates and average annual motion datafor marker /)oles (Fig. 13) 

E70 , N70 , and .4 70 are Universa l Transverse Mercator easting, northing and a ltitude, respectively. 
t't, and Vz are average ann ual motion in the horizonta l and vertical direction, respect ively, in me ters. 
Dir. is the map direction of the horizontal motion, in degrees clockwise from north. 
E is the angle of emergence (angle between Row lin e and glacier surface) in degrees. 

NIP }I/o. E70 JV70 .4 70 Vh Dir . 

2Eo·5 537 639.2 6 787 764.1 2029.7 N/S 
2 537593· 7 6787 78 l.4 2025.9 N/S 
3 537520.9 6 787537-2 2059.2 N/S 
4 537532.4 6787414.0 2079. 1 ~/S 

5 537503.9 67873 17.2 2098.3 N /S 
6E l 537576.2 6787 195.8 2 11 7.6 ?\IS 
6Eo·5 537524.5 6787210.0 2 118.1 N /S 
6 537475 ·7 6787222.0 211 4.7 N /S 
7Eo·5 537500.5 6787 11 6.6 2 13 1. 2 N /S 
7 Overwhelmed by Backe Glacier 
8 Overwhelmecl by Backe Glacier 
10 537474.6 6786830.9 2 157.2 2.50 08 1 
12El 537589.5 6 786656 .7 2 182.3 N/S 
12 537496.0 6786629.9 2 184.4 N /S 
12W l 537398.4 6786600 .5 2 187.2 0.60 035 

+ 2.18 
~!S 
~/S 

+ 0.20 

E 
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M P No. E,o N,o A,o V" D i ... Vz E 

12W2 537302 .1 6786 570.9 21 94.0 N /S ;'</S oeo 
14 537534.8 6786 433.0 22 17.8 N /S N /S 000 
16E2 537795·5 6786 330.2 2243.6 N /S N /S 000 
16EI 537705.6 6786289.9 2245·9 N /S N /S 000 
16 537 6 15.9 6786247. 1 2 246.2 N /S N /S 000 
16WI 537525.9 6786209.2 2254. 2 1.65 0 19 +0. 19 +016 
16W2 537437.2 6786 169. 1 2266·9 2.1 4 0 15 +0. 19 +016 
18 537 672.4 6786050.7 2268.0 N /S N/S 000 
20E3 5380 13.5 6785950.3 23 12.4 N /S N /S 000 
20E2 5379 18.2 67859 19.2 2303. 2 0.23 000 N /S +009 
20E I 537 826. 1 6 785890-4 2297·7 liS ·,S 000 
20 537 725.6 6 785 857-4 2 292.2 0.66 346 +0. 11 + 0 15 
20W I 537637. 1 6785 829.6 2 287.4 0·52 333 +0.17 + 024 
20W2 537541.8 6 785 80 1.8 2 285.6 1.06 354 +0. 17 + 0 13 
22 537 782 .9 6785668.0 23 19. 1 1. 25 337 +0.24 + 01 9 
22W J I 536 71 1.6 6785 634.6 2506 .9 One observation only 
24E6 538 422 -4 6 785633. 7 2 42 1.9 0.20 303 N/S +01 0 
24E4 538225.5 6785569.9 2391.6 0·53 323 N /S +011 
24E2 538032.9 6 785 508.3 2373·5 1.96 3 19 -0. 10 +004 
24 537 844.5 6785450.9 2 352.3 2.27 326 +0-40 +0 16 
24W2 537 652.8 6785390.5 235 1.8 2.30 343 N /S +011 
24W4 537467.0 6785 322 .7 2 388 .2 0.60 000 -0.24 -004 
26 537 899.8 6785 260.4 2 382.3 2. 10 325 +0.30 +005 
26W6 53734 1.9 67849 17.6 2488.2 1.52 048 -0.88 - 01 7 
28EIO 538858.0 6785504-4 2495.0 N/S N /S oeo 
28E8 538680. 1 6785420.9 2 471.8 1.90 286 -0.10 +007 
28E6 538 497.3 6 785329 .5 2441.6 2.27 292 -0.03 +01 0 
28E4 538 3 11.6 6785 242.2 2427. 1 2·47 308 0.00 + 007 
28E2 538 128.6 6785 155.7 2423. 1 2-47 3 19 -0·53 -003 
28 537952.6 6785 069.7 2422 .8 2. 13 328 -0. 14 +005 
28W2 537 770 .0 6784980.0 2420.0 2.30 348 +0.60 -001 
28W4 537598.3 6784893. J 2448.2 J.61 036 -0. 17 +005 
30E lo 538 9 10.6 6785 229.8 2 5 11.8 3. 10 287 -0.60 -00.j. 
30 538007.8 6784 878.0 2450.7 J.i4 320 -0.62 - 01 3 
32E I5 539385-4 6785 147.2 2598.3 N /S N/S 
32EI2 539 213.2 6785 089.2 2554·9 1.20 306 -0.80 -028 

32EIO 538 959.8 6785008.6 2549.2 3.30 326 -0·73 -001 

32E8 538 774.3 6784939.2 2527.0 2.66 307 -0.80 - 007 
32E6 538602 .9 6784 8n l 2495·9 1.98 304 -0.67 -009 
32E4 538 422 .6 6784 8 14.5 2488 .2 2.67 292 - 0.28 000 
32E2 538243.5 6784749.8 2472.6 2·35 304 + 0.07 +006 
32 538065.6 6784 683.4 2463.0 1.97 320 +0.!2 +011 

32W2 537 882 .9 6784 6 14.2 2468 .3 1.06 356 -0. 13 000 

32W4 537 696.8 6 784541 .6 248n 0-43 0 17 -0.17 - 01 3 
34E I2 539 205.7 6784 885.6 2566.7 1.97 3 15 -0·33 -002 

34E IO 539 0 14.7 6784 834.6 2567.7 2.78 329 - 0. 16 -oq 

34E8 53882 7.9 6784759.8 2 56 1.6 2.28 303 -0.07 +001 
34 538 122.0 6784494.8 2475 .2 0.83 328 0 .00 +oo.j. 
36E6 538 730.2 6 784432.5 2 553.5 4.00 292 - 1. 16 -00.j. 

36E4 538 546.7 6 784387 .9 2 523 .8 1.98 288 -0.30 -002 

36E2 538 364.9 6784345.3 2502 .6 0·49 29 1 -0·34 - 02 7 

36 538 178 .9 6784304. 1 2486 .6 0 .3 1 001 -0.05 -009 

36W2 537995·3 6784 259.6 25 12.6 0·75 358 -0-42 -022 

A 537 137.7 6788 134.6 2064.6 N /S -0.02 N /S 
B 536 987.4 6 788071.4 2080.8 N /S -0.08 N/S 
C 536628.8 6 787956.9 2 155 .9 0.36 120 -0.01 + 009 
D 536 452.7 6 787873-7 21 90.0 0.58 105 + 0.36 +038 
E 5362 79-4 678 7 8 17.4 2226·9 0.36 11 2 +0.30 +053 
F 536 11 0.8 6787762 .7 22 72.8 0.5 1 005 +0. 17 + 032 
G 5::15933·4 6 787 723. 1 2 310.6 5.58 079 + 1·34 + 02 7 
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MP So. E70 N70 A70 Vh Dir. Vz E 

Cl 535955·5 6787 857.8 2300.3 14·3 102 +0.28 + 01 4 
C2 535939.6 6 787 598-4 2 309.5 5·95 086 +0.67 +021 
C3 535936.0 678801 4.9 2302 . 1 N/S -0.84 -ogo 

C4 535944. 1 6 787 466.1 2308.8 7-78 094 + 1-45 + 025 
H 535 776.2 6 787 701.6 2 357.9 11.77 070 -0. 17 +006 
I 535 600.1 6787688.8 2 382.8 14.81 072 -0.92 +008 

J 535410.8 6787 657.6 2413.9 17·34 076 - 1.18 +008 
K 535 228. 1 6787 628.3 2453·3 19.63 077 -4·34 000 
L 535 145.6 6787 638.6 2475·3 20·54 089 -~. I O +003 
M 534968 .7 6787 80 7.3 2498. 1 16.92 08 7 - 1 .20 +001 

534 659.2 6788063.7 2535· 7 6.28 13 1 +('.29 +005 
0 5344 19. 1 6788 107.5 258 I.I 11.22 103 -1 .24 +002 
P 534527.0 6 787 776.1 2539 ·4 12·99 090 -3.88 -005 
R 534737·5 6787 849.8 25 14.8 11·95 076 - 0.05 +003 
S 534 832.2 6 787064.1 259 1.6 6·47 090 - 1.28 -006 
T 534417.0 6787576.0 2555·4 9.72 090 -0·97 - 01 5 
U 534 02 5.3 6788 197 .9 2664.8 One observation on ly 
V 5343go-4 6 787 t83.0 2689.6 3. 22 046 -0.68 -007 
X 536 379.5 6 787433.5 2 233 .6 One observation only 
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